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Accurate prediction of the headwater hydrograph implies adequate modeling of
sources, ﬂowpaths and residence time of water and solutes.
Hewlett and Troendle [1975]

1. Introduction
Headwater, or ﬁrst-order, catchments are the building blocks of drainage basins. They contribute up to half
of the mean water volume and nitrogen ﬂuxes for fourth-order and higher-order rivers and navigable
waters in the USA [Alexander et al., 2007]. While headwaters have been studied intensively since the First
International Hydrological Decade (IHD) in the 1960s, major advancements in understanding have been
rare. Perhaps, one of the most fundamental in the post IHD-era is the recognition that the mean transit time
for water through headwater catchments can exceed the time scale of hydrologic response by orders of
magnitude [Martinec, 1975]. Or, as Kirchner [2003] notes, that stream discharge responds promptly to rainfall
or snowmelt, but with ﬂows comprised of water that can be years or decades old.
Of course, differences between the ﬂow velocities in the system (that control the tracer response) and the
celerities (or speed with which perturbations are transmitted, which control the hydrograph) are to be
expected since they are controlled by different mechanisms. Nevertheless, for years we have been trying to
reproduce the way in which a catchment responds to precipitation through rainfall-runoff models tested
against only one of these measures (the hydrograph). This focus has been treated as a problem of rainfallrunoff model parameter identiﬁcation against values of stream discharge through optimization. This line of
work continues through the use of multicriteria Pareto optimization and use of Bayesian analysis for identiﬁcation of well-constrained posterior parameter distributions—all related to discharge measurements. But
this is only half the story in properly understanding how water moves through catchments.
More recently, it has been suggested that many different models might provide acceptable reproduction of the
hydrograph (the equiﬁnality thesis of Beven [2006a, 2012b]) and that model identiﬁcation might then be best
posed in a framework of testing models as multiple working hypotheses about catchment response. In testing
models as hypotheses, we want to get the right results for the right reasons [Kirchner, 2006] but this is difﬁcult
when there are errors, uncertainties, and inconsistencies in the precipitation input and discharge data time
series. More problematic, and not fully appreciated in the literature to date (but certainly noted by Hewlett and
Troendle [1975]), is that stream hydrographs alone have limited value in assessing if the model is working for the
right reasons because they do not test adequately the processing of water within the catchment in both space
and time.
Here we argue that perhaps the fundamental issue for improving our understanding of hydrological processes and our capability to model them is the explicit and routine use of celerities and velocities in model
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development and testing. This will involve the joint collection and use of hydrographs and tracers to make
inferences about both velocities and celerities within a catchment and explicit acknowledgement that accurate prediction of the headwater hydrograph implies adequate modeling of water sources, ﬂow paths, and
residence times. Admittedly, little instruction is given in our ﬁeld in terms of how and what to measure to
characterize water sources, ﬂow paths, and residence times, as commented upon by Seibert and Beven [2009]
and more recently by Seibert and McDonnell [2013]. What seems clear now is that any new watershed investigation should include the measurement of both hydrograph and tracer information, i.e., the collection of precipitation and runoff amount as well as the isotope composition of both signals at frequencies sufﬁcient to
characterize the changing nature of responses as a catchment wets and dries. While this short debate article
lacks a thoroughgoing treatment of this matter, we attempt here to shine a light on this fundamental issue
by clarifying the differences between velocities and celerities at the headwater scale where hillslope transmission (and not the stream channel itself) dominates the outlet response. We then make the case for the routine
use of tracers in models and outline a community action plan for moving forward.

2. So What Is so Different Between Velocity and Celerity?
There is much confusion in the literature on what constitutes and differentiates velocity and celerity. Both
words have their origins in the concept of speed; velocity from the Latin velocitas for speed, celerity from
the Latin celer for swiftness. In contemporary usage, they have the units of volume ﬂux per unit area (LT21).
For water, the word velocity is used to deﬁne the mass ﬂux of the water itself. Celerity is deﬁned with
respect to the speed with which a perturbation to the ﬂow propagates through the ﬂow domain. The perturbation might be a pressure wave moving through the system, such as a ﬂood wave moving down a river.
This is why celerity is referred to as the wave speed in physics of ﬂuids, ﬂuid mechanics, and hydraulics (also
known as the wave phase speed or frequency/wave number).
The difference between velocities and celerities, rather oddly, does not appear in most catchment hydrological
text books, though related concepts such as ‘‘translatory ﬂow’’ are sometimes referred to without clear explanation.
The concept of wave translation goes back at least to the 1930s when it was discussed by Horton and Sherman
and others [Beven, 2004]. However, most references to translatory ﬂow cite the lateral subsurface stormﬂow work
of Hewlett and Hibbert [1967] and the one-dimensional experiments of Horton and Hawkins [1965] that demonstrated the displacement of stored water (though note that those experiments had time scales of weeks, not
hours)
The difference between velocities and celerities is most easily visualized for the experimental case used by
Henri Darcy of a cylinder full of sand and saturated with water. Changing the ﬂow rate or head at the input
boundary will immediately cause a change in ﬂow at the output boundary. While the water ﬂow velocity
through the sand is slow, the celerity in this case is (theoretically) instant, hence the immediate response. At
larger scales, this case is analogous to a conﬁned aquifer with incompressible water and rock. Allowing for
the compressibility will slow the celerity a little (see Table 1), but the velocities of ﬂow will still be much less
than the celerities.
A more interesting case is that of a sloping soil box that is only partially saturated, with a water table maintained by a constant head upper boundary. Changing that boundary will cause a perturbation to move
downslope with a celerity that depends on the magnitude of the change and the proﬁle of water content in
the unsaturated zone. In this case, the soil will generally be at or near saturation in the capillary fringe that
exists above the water table so that small perturbations will have high celerities in the fringe; larger
perturbations will have to ﬁll or drain more pore space so will have lower celerities. Note that in a homogeneous soil box, the velocities of ﬂow would not be changing very much at all, at least if the changes did not
greatly change the slope of the water surface or if the change in hydraulic conductivity with change in water
table was not highly nonlinear. At larger scales, this case is analogous to a saturated zone in the soil on a
hillslope.
If we can assume in a headwater catchment that the changes to the slope of the hillslope groundwater surface and the conductivity are small, we can use a kinematic analysis to deﬁne velocities and celerities in the
saturated zone (Beven [2012a, pp. 174] and discussion of Beven [2006b]). In this case, there are two relevant
deﬁnitions of velocity classically used by the hydrologist. The Darcian ﬂux, vD, is the volume ﬂux of water
per unit cross-sectional area of soil or
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Table 1. Some Simple Relationships for Velocities and Celerities for Different Types of Flow [After Beven, 1989, 2012a; Rasmussen et al.,
2000; Torres et al., 1998; Beven and Germann, 2013; Gonwa and Kavvas, 1986]a
Type of Flow

Mean Velocity (LT21)

Celerity (LT21)

c/v

v
v 5 (1/n)y3/2Sf1/2

c 5 v 6 冑(gy)
c 5 5v/3

(F 6 1)/F
5/3

v 5 ayb
vD 5 Ks d//dx
vD 5 Ks d//dx
vP 5 Ks dh/dx
vP 5 Ks dh/dx/hs
vD 5 Ks sinb
vP 5 Ks sinb/hs
vD 5 ahb sinb
vP 5 ahb sinb/hs
v 5 gf2/3g

c 5 bayb-1
c51
c 5 vD/Se
c 5 vD/he

b/y
1
1/Se
1/he
hs/he
1/he
hs/he
b/hhe
bhs/hhe
3

Free surface ﬂow: St. Venant equation
Free surface ﬂow: diffusion approximation (manning velocity
equation in a wide channel)
Kinematic overland ﬂow (power law)
Incompressible conﬁned saturated Darcian subsurface ﬂow
Compressible conﬁned saturated Darcian subsurface ﬂow
Unconﬁned saturated Darcian subsurface ﬂow
Kinematic subsurface saturated ﬂow (homogeneous conductivity)
Kinematic subsurface saturated ﬂow (power law conductivity proﬁle)
Stokes law preferential ﬂows (wetting)

c 5 vD/he
c 5bahb-1 sinb/he
c 5 3v

a

Mathematical terms are deﬁned as follows: v 5 mean velocity; vD 5 Darcian velocity; vP 5 mean pore water velocity; y 5 mean depth
of free surface ﬂow; g 5 acceleration due to gravity; F 5 Froude number; n 5 Manning roughness coefﬁcient; Sf is the friction slope;
/ 5 piezometric head; h 5 mean water table height above impermeable layer; K 5 hydraulic conductivity; U 5 total hydraulic head;
x 5 direction of ﬂow; Se 5 effective storage coefﬁcient; h 5 soil water content; hs 5 saturated porosity of the soil; he 5 effective storage
deﬁcit above water table per unit rise or fall of water table; b 5 slope angle; a, b 5 power law parameters; f is ﬁlm thickness; g is kinematic viscosity.

vD 5Q=A5Ks sin b

Where Q is the mass ﬂux of water, A is the area saturated orthogonal to the downslope direction of ﬂow, Ks is the
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil, and b is the slope angle with sinb approximating the local hydraulic
gradient. The mean pore water velocity is the volume ﬂux of water per unit cross-sectional area of pore space or
vD 5Q=ðA hs Þ5Ks sin b=hs

Since hs is necessarily less than 1, the mean pore water velocity is always faster than the Darcian velocity. It
is the local mean velocity that is relevant to the transport of tracer through the soil. This will also be affected
by the distribution of pore velocities around that mean.
The celerity, c, can be deﬁned in a similar way as
c5Ks sin b=he

where he is an effective storage that is ﬁlled or drained per unit change in the water table height (also referred
to as speciﬁc yield in shallow groundwater literature). The effective storage may change over time but since
he is necessarily less than hs, the celerity will always be faster than both the mean pore water velocity and the
Darcian ﬂux. If he is small, for a small perturbation or a very wet soil, then the celerity might be much faster
than the mean pore water velocity. This means the discharge response to a perturbation (such as a recharge
event labeled with a tracer) can be much faster than the tracer response of that event which is controlled by
the pore water velocities. It is, of course, quite possible that some local ﬂow velocities in preferential ﬂow paths
might be as fast and might affect local celerities by ﬁlling local storage deﬁcits, but the nature of the controlling
mechanisms mean that velocities cannot be faster than celerities on balance.
It is important to note here the different mechanisms controlling velocities and celerities. Velocities are controlled by the characteristics of the ﬁlled water storage; celerities are controlled by the storage deﬁcit that must
be satisﬁed or remain as the saturated zone rises and falls. Similar relationships can be developed for other proﬁles of hydraulic conductivity [e.g., Beven, 1981]; for speciﬁc soil moisture characteristic curves [e.g., Rasmussen
et al., 2000]; and for preferential ﬂows based on Stokes law [Beven and Germann, 2013] (see Table 1).
A similar simpliﬁed analysis can be made for the case of free surface water ﬂows. In this case, for perturbations or waves of long wavelength and low amplitude, such as ﬂood waves or in overland ﬂow, the difference between celerities and velocities, v, is given by
c 5 v 6冑ðgy Þ

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and y is the local mean ﬂow depth. The symbol 6 indicates that
for subcritical ﬂow the perturbations will move in both upstream and downstream directions (think of the
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perturbations caused by throwing a rock into a calm section of river). For supercritical ﬂow (v/冑(gy) > 1),
there will be movement only in the downstream direction since the downstream ﬂow velocity is greater
than the speed by which the perturbation is traveling upstream.
The celerities in this case can be related directly to the characteristic curves of the governing depth averaged
St. Venant equations. These are the trajectories in the space-time dimensions of constant values of depth or
velocity. They are most easily visualized for the one-dimensional case. Subcritical ﬂow has characteristic
curves in both upstream and downstream directions; supercritical ﬂow (and the kinematic wave approximation to the St. Venant equations) has characteristic curves only in the downstream direction. Similarly, for the
Darcy-Richards equation for subsurface ﬂow there can be characteristic curves in both upstream and downstream directions, but for the kinematic wave approximation discussed above there are characteristics only
in the downslope direction. These characteristic curves are a means of tracking the movement of perturbations. They are interesting in that they can be used to reveal the potential for shock fronts to develop where
characteristic curves moving in the same direction intersect. In catchment systems, however, such shocks are
of more theoretical than practical interest, any potential for shocks is likely to be dissipated by the heterogeneities of soil and surface properties and the consequent variability in the velocities and celerities in space
and time. Some of these relationships for velocities and celerities are summarized in Table 1.
Of course, the velocity-celerity issue becomes more interesting, and often more confusing in natural, preferential ﬂow-dominated headwater catchments. A good example of this is the Maimai Debate (for review see
McGlynn et al. [2002]) where Mosley [1979, 1982] conducted simple water-dye additions to short hillslope
sections and saw rapid breakthrough of applied tracer through preferential ﬂow paths, interpreted as the
rapid throughﬂow of storm rainfall. These dye responses were 300 times faster than the measured saturated
hydraulic conductivity of the soil. While not recognized as such by Mosley [1979], these dye breakthroughs
represented the rapid tail pore velocity distribution and not the Darcy ﬂux, as originally conceived. But
future work at the site further confused the velocity-celerity issue. In their isotope-based response to the
Mosley work, Pearce et al. [1986, pp. 1263] noted that ‘‘processes which deliver ‘old’ water are largely
responsible for hydrograph generation’’ and go on to say ‘‘currently favored runoff mechanisms, which
involve the rapid ﬂow of ‘new’ water over the ground surface or through the soil matrix, soil macropores, or
other rapid transit pathways, cannot explain the streamﬂow response.’’ This ‘‘effusion confusion’’ relates to
the celerity-velocity difference. The Pearce et al. [1986] and Sklash et al. [1986] isotope-based results, that
seemingly contradict Mosley, were in retrospect a difference of measured local-scale pore water velocities
and the celerity component of ﬂow. McDonnell [1990] showed how macropore ﬂow of old water could
explain these seemingly contradictory ﬁndings where transient water tables developing at the soil-bedrock
interface could activate lateral, disconnected soil pipes to augment the old water effusion (as shown by
Weiler and McDonnell, 2007, in a model analysis of the same site). Generally, process-based work in the intervening period has continued to show how connectivity of saturated patches in the subsurface (often aided
by preferential ﬂow at or near some subsurface permeability interface or contrast) is a prerequisite for
threshold-like old water effusion from the slope base and into the stream or riparian zone [Bishop et al.,
2004; McDonnell, 2013].

3. Toward the Routine Use of Tracers in Models
Our call to action is not, of course, totally new. There has been past encouragement to try and use other
types of data within the model identiﬁcation, evaluation and hypothesis testing framework. These have
included the use of internal state data that provides additional information on the spatial patterns of the
hydrograph response [e.g., Franks et al., 1998; Lamb et al., 1998; Seibert and McDonnell, 2002; Blazkova et al.,
2002; Freer et al., 2004]. But the use of tracer data, with explicit recognition of the velocity-celerity differentiation, has been limited. One of the earliest uses of tracers in headwater catchment hydrology models was
Hooper et al. [1988] who used geochemical and hydrologic information together in a rejectionist framework
to examine model parameterization and parameter identiﬁabilty. Harris et al. [1995] used stable isotopes in
€n F1 covered roof tracer addition experiment.
an open system mixing model for the Gårdsjo
One of the best early examples of isotope time series representation was by Seibert et al. [2003] who developed a two-box model of catchment dynamics constrained by 18-O and hydrograph response together. Since
then, several papers have examined tracer data together with hydrograph information to explore residence
time dynamics of water within the catchment [e.g., Vache and McDonnell, 2006; Weiler and McDonnell, 2007;
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Sayama and McDonnell, 2009; Fenicia et al., 2010] with the work of Birkel et al. [2010, 2011], Hrachowitz et al.
[2013], and Davies et al. [2011, 2013] illustrating the latest developments in this area. Collectively, these studies show clearly that if a model can reproduce the spatial pattern of response and the variability in residence
times of the water over time, then we can have much more belief that we are getting the right results for the
right reasons.
Perhaps the reason that there have not been many studies using tracers and hydrographs together is
because neither tracer or spatially distributed state data are necessary for getting what appears to be an
acceptable simulation of the hydrograph (or at least sufﬁciently acceptable to satisfy the review process).
Indeed, using such data will normally require more complex models with more parameters to be identiﬁed.
From a scientiﬁc point of view, however, it is important that we move forward from this situation. It is
important that we subject our models to more rigorous testing, while recognizing the difﬁculties posed by
data limitations in testing models as hypotheses. In particular, we would suggest it is particularly important
that investment is made in combining mass ﬂux measurements of the water with tracer ﬂux measurements
with sufﬁcient detail in time to allow the time variability in the residence times of water to be assessed.
There are very few such data sets available even for small research catchments. This needs urgent attention.
There are, however, also difﬁculties in using these data for model evaluation that relates to three factors: (1)
issues of the commensurability of model and predicted variables, (2) the additional parameters that might
be necessary to obtain acceptable predictions of the concentration data, and (3) the possibility that inconsistent input and output concentration data might introduce disinformation into the modeling evaluation
process in the same way as for the mass ﬂuxes of water [Beven et al., 2011; Beven and Smith, 2014]. Commensurability issues will arise because of the space and time scales of sampling relative to those of the concentrations that a model is predicting.
It is important to note that introduction of additional parameters is necessary to allow for the additional
mixing volume needed to predict water residence times relative to predicting the hydrograph. This difference has been ignored in some models of both hydrographs and tracer time series, when the storages used
to predict the hydrograph have also been used to predict the tracer. This assumes, incorrectly, that celerities
are equal to velocities. However, even adding additional parameters does not guarantee good reproduction
of detailed tracer response [see, e.g., Page et al., 2007].

4. Toward the Routine Collection of Water Tracer Data
Part of the problem with uptake of the routine use of tracers in models is that it has been logistically difﬁcult
and expensive to get good data on environmental tracers for sufﬁciently long periods of time to be really useful
in model evaluation (although there is evidence that even sparse isotope data can be useful for a posteriori
model rejection as shown by Vache et al. [2004]). Detailed data sets have been limited largely to single storm
events (see recent review on storm hydrograph separation by Klaus and McDonnell [2013]), short sequences of
storm events [Iorgulescu et al., 2005, 2007], or a short period of high-frequency data [Berman et al., 2009]. There
has also been a tendency to collect bulk samples of event inputs, although it is known that precipitation concentrations can vary in time and space (and be subject to redistribution where snow is important).
But this situation is changing. For the environmental isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen that make up the water
molecule, the increasing reliability of (relatively) cheap, off-axis and cavity ring-down laser spectrometers is revolutionizing the possibilities of collecting detailed data at reasonable cost. The priorities in collecting such data
sets should be ﬁrstly getting much more detailed information in time. This has been demonstrated in the study
of Berman et al. [2009] who collected data at 30 min intervals, but only over a 3 month period. It is also apparent
in the wide range of geochemical species collected at Plynlimon at 7 h intervals by Neal et al. [2012] for a period
of 18 months. The detail revealed in these data sets will be related, at least in part, to the time variability of the
celerities and velocities, and hence the different residence time distributions of water in the system [McDonnell
et al., 2010; Rinaldo et al., 2011] and to characteristics of the process controls that have not been revealed in
coarser resolution data [e.g., Harris and Heathwaite, 2005; Jordan et al., 2005; Cassidy and Jordan, 2011].

5. Summary and Outlook
We have argued here that the most important issue for improving our understanding of hydrological processes and our capability to model them is an action plan aimed at velocities, celerities and residence times
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of headwater hydrographs. Such a focus is especially needed in nonstationary times. Such a focus is also
needed for getting the right answers for the right reasons. We still have much to learn about the joint simulation of both discharge and tracer concentrations, and additionally, more routine and good quality data
sets from different types of catchments and in different environments are critically needed.
Field data needs. Environmental isotope tracers are likely to prove to be the most useful tracer for the foreseeable future at headwater catchment scales due to logistical issues of applied tracers beyond the hillslope
scale and the nonconservativeness of natural geochemical tracers. While laser spectrometers have made
analysis of water isotopes fast and inexpensive, deployment into the ﬁeld is still challenging given the
power requirements, housing restrictions and instrument sensitivity to in situ use [Pangle et al., 2013]. Work
is required on multiple fronts. We need new work that enables ﬁeld deployment of current laser spectrometer technologies. This includes the need for new devices to route rainfall and streamﬂow into current generation laser spectrometers and the development of nebulizers to convert liquid water to vapor to enable
laser-based vapor spectrometers to be used in the ﬁeld. But we should not await the widespread availability
of cheap, ﬁeld deployable laser specs before we begin the routine collection of precipitation and streamﬂow isotope samples. Instead, we should begin that collection now with manual and automatic liquid samplers to start to amass the important data necessary for model analysis. New watershed studies should
commit to collect such water samples as normal practice wherever possible.
Process representation needs. Consideration of the difference between velocities and celerities in catchment
responses leads to the conclusion that process representations will need to be scale dependent and hysteretic [e.g., Beven, 2006b, 2012a, Chapter 9; Rinaldo et al., 2011]. In doing so, however, it will be necessary to
deal not only with the differences between celerities and velocities but also the way in which they change
with space and time and connectivity. New theoretical developments are needed to match the types of
observations that will become available [e.g., Davies et al., 2011, 2013]. Perhaps the most important aspect
that combined velocity and tracer studies can contribute to understanding is the explicit description of the
dynamics of watershed storage. Knowing the hydrograph and tracer response will allow much better
hypothesis testing of different representations of how water is processed through the catchment storage.
Model evaluation. Models can be both tools of convenience when we require predictions of catchment systems
for management of water resources, ﬂoods, or water quality, or ways of formulating hypotheses about system
functioning. Ideally, of course, demonstrating that we have good hypotheses would feed back into the management tools used in practice. It is not clear that this is happening, and this is in part due to the fact that it is
actually not very difﬁcult to get a model to (more or less) ﬁt a sequence of hydrographs. This is especially true if
we make allowance for the uncertainty intrinsic to both model inputs and the discharges with which a model
can be calibrated or evaluated. We need more stringent tests of models, both for science and for practice, while
taking account of such uncertainties. There are various methods for model evaluation and this remains a topic
of some rigorous debate [e.g., Clark et al., 2011; Beven et al., 2012]. In that such evaluations will necessarily
involve epistemic as well as aleatory uncertainties [e.g., Beven, 2012b; Beven and Young, 2013], progress in
model evaluation will depend on applications involving new types of testing against new types of data sets.
While we recognize the real difﬁculties of collecting high-frequency and high-quality data sets of this type
(through past experiences of trying to do so), we suggest that this should be one of the highest priorities in
future hydrological research projects. Because of the different mechanistic controls on celerities and velocities, the joint use of hydrograph and concentration data will reveal more about the system response, even
if models might require more parameters to be deﬁned in simulating the processes involved. The time is
right. Let us not want to wait another 40 years to agree that accurate prediction of the headwater hydrograph implies adequate modeling of sources, ﬂow paths and residence times.

6. Postscript: Comments on the Other Papers in the Debate
There is now a recognition in the hydrology community that the use of models is an exercise in constraining
prediction uncertainty. While there is not always agreement on how that uncertainty should be assessed in
evaluating model predictions [Clark et al., 2011; Beven et al., 2012] this recognition applies to both globalscale hydrology and to catchment-scale predictions as noted in the two debate submissions in this volume
[Lall, 2014; Gupta and Nearing, 2014]. The problem is that regardless of scale, the data we have available is
not usually good enough to distinguish between different hypotheses about how catchment systems
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function [e.g., Beven and Westerberg, 2011; Kauffeldt et al., 2013; McMillan et al., 2012; Beven and Smith,
2014]. Consequently, there is really not a clear difference between the equiﬁnality concept of Beven [2006a,
2006b, 2012a, 2012b] and the diversity of hypotheses approach suggested by Gupta and Nearing [2014]. If,
given a diversity of hypotheses, we have the data that enables rejection of some hypotheses, then we
should of course do so. However, if we cannot distinguish between the hypotheses, then we have a degree
of model equiﬁnality that cannot yet lead to a hypothesis being rejected. There seems therefore to be very
little difference between the concepts in this instance.
Data is key. But what data is best? Our proposal is to focus on tracer data to test models in fundamentally
different ways. In fact, it links to the broader and perhaps most important issue of all in hydrology: epistemic uncertainty (i.e., knowledge of how the system works) in our understanding of the processes and
mechanisms of water cycling in catchments during and between events. As modelers, we are often overly
conﬁdent in our perceived knowledge of the states, stocks and ﬂow paths of water and pay little attention
to residence times. As experimentalists, we recognize how complex catchment systems are and how
impossibly difﬁcult they are to characterize in detail. As we move to model structures that better capture
the mechanisms of water cycling and the key thresholds, hysteresis, competitive feedbacks, storage effects
and other nonlinearities that deﬁne them [McDonnell, 2013], we argue that acceptable model performance
for both tracer and hydrograph observations can get us closer to getting the right results for the right
reasons.
Some ambiguity or equiﬁnality will surely remain, particularly when it is necessary to add parameters to
make use of the tracer data. This does, however, illustrate more general points: (1) that we need better data
sets and new observation methods to evaluate models more rigorously than in the past, and (2) that we
need that data to be more informative in differentiating process representations at appropriate scales. The
equiﬁnality principle does not imply that we will never be able to distinguish between models as hypotheses – rather it suggests only that current data sets are not generally adequate to do so, particularly when
the uncertainties are epistemic as well as aleatory in nature (i.e., the intrinsic randomness of the system), so
that classical likelihood measures will lead to overconditioning [Beven, 2006a, 2006b, 2012a, 2012b]. But the
point about epistemic uncertainties is that they should be reducible by improving our observational tools
and knowledge. In the hydrology of the future we therefore need a much greater emphasis on new observational methods that will give us more tools for evaluating models as hypotheses.
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